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Text #1 – The Poem – “My First Job” 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Text #1 is a narrative poem. It is divided into major mental pictures. As you read “My First Job,” 
highlight the main idea and underline the most inclusive detail in each mental picture. 
 

                     My First Job 
 

Blankets slip away well before six 
Get up young man for a shower and toast 
I tug them back for a few more winks 
You can do this son, think of the pay 
------------------------------ 
Stuck eyelids and cold nose, I slink out of bed 
Hazy visions continue to swirl in my head 
I stifle the yawns by covering my gob 
Is this what it means to turn thirteen 
------------------------------ 
I partake of butter-covered toast and her cheery smile 
The gelding’s in the stable waiting for you now 
Yeah, and all that ice that chills to the core 
Just this once, ma, can I stay home 
------------------------------ 
Her stern look and shove say all is okay 
She, too, was nervous her first day on the cart 
You have a great horse, my Daisy was near dead 
Deliver the neighbors their milk, then I’ll get you fed 
------------------------------ 
I return to eggs, biscuits, and white gravy 
She watches me eat, I shuffle back to bed 
Under the blankets I feel twice the warmth 
On those cold morns of my first job 
 

Note The lines separate the text into distinctive mental pictures. 

Reread “My First Job” to complete the comprehension tasks. 

 ELAGSE9-12RL5-6, 10 
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Word Study of the Poem 

 

No. Key terms 2+ synonyms and a definition Role in the text 

Ex. gob 
mental picture # ____ 

 

mouth wide open, phlegm, 

congestion, or overfull mouth   

British slang for mouth that is 

embarrassingly wide open 

Gob makes readers see that the narrator 

(author) is of recent British descent. 

1 deliver 
mental picture # ____ 

 

carry, distribute 

Bring or hand over to the proper 

person 

Deliver works; it sets the time period when 

being a delivery boy was a rite of passage for 

all boys. 

2 gelding 
mental picture # ____ 

 

castrating, neutering, or spaying 

A male horse castrated early on 

to allow it to perform farm work 

The author uses gelding to contrast the young 

male horse waiting on the boy with Ma’s 

“near dead” mare. 

3 shuffle 
mental picture # ____ 

 

lumber, scuffle, or slouch 

To walk slowly by, nearly pushing 

one’s feet along the surface  

The author uses shuffle to show the young son 

has shifted back into a half-awake state. It 

may be feigned or real. 

4 stern 
mental picture # ____ 

 

strict or demanding and 

unbending  

To assert authority or discipline 

The author uses stern to show that Ma is not 

changing her mind about moving her son out 

the door his first day of work. 

5 swirl in my head 
mental picture # ____ 

 

twirling or churning movement 

Visions of dreams continue to 

project like a movie           

Swirl in my head is an example of the 

author's style. It's a graphic way to say, "I 

wasn't fully awake." 

6 think of the pay 
mental picture # ____ 

 

 

believe, focus on, or quid pro quo    

To keep in mind as a priority 

The author’s use of “think of the pay” shows 

Ma’s wisdom. She knows focusing on the 

benefits lightens the work. 

 

 

  

    

 

In the first read of Text #1, it is important to locate and focus on the key terms that carry 
the message of the text. How do the words the author chooses help explain his / her style 
and values or beliefs about the topic? 

Applied comprehension 
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 What the Poem Means 

In the left column, write a description of what each mental picture on the right means. 

The mental pictures mean … My First Job 

What do you understand from the first mental picture 
you see as you read?   
The poet helps me see … 

... the first time his ma woke him up for work. He is 

trying to stay in bed where it is warm. I see a mother 

encouraging her son, “You can do this son,” 

Blankets slip away well before six 
Get up young man for a shower and toast 
I tug them back for a few more winks 
You can do this son, think of the pay 
 

The second mental picture? 
A young boy of thirteen … 

A young boy of thirteen is having a tough time leaving 

his dreams behind as he climbs out of bed, trying to 

“stifle the yawns.” 

Stuck eyelids and cold nose, I slink out of bed 
What continues to swirl in my head 
I stifle the yawns by covering my gob 
Is this what it means to turn thirteen 

The third mental picture? 
At the kitchen table … 

… I see a hungry boy who grabs “butter-covered 

toast” and still acts sleepy as his ma looks on. Ma 

maintains a cheery appearance, and the son gives one 

last try to stay home. 

I partake of butter-covered toast and her cheery 
smile 
The gelding’s in the stable waiting for you now 
Yeah, and all that ice and chill to the core 
Just this once, Ma, can I stay home 

The fourth mental picture? 
 Ma is … 

Ma is resolute. The poet sees she is not changing her 

mind. She’s as a good mother should be, encouraging 

her son to “deliver the neighbors their milk” to get 

the reward of pay, hot food, and a warm bed.  

Her stern look and shove say all is okay 
She, too, was nervous her first day on the cart 
You have a great horse, my Daisy was near dead 
Deliver the neighbors their milk, then I’ll get you fed 

The fifth mental picture? 

The narrator has finished his duties, and he returns to 

a hearty breakfast with his Ma. He enjoys crawling 

back into bed where he feels “twice the warmth.” 

  

I return to eggs, biscuits, and white gravy 
She watches me eat, I shuffle back to bed 
Under the blankets I feel twice the warmth 
On those cold morns of my first job 

 

   

 

 

Once you have completed “The mental pictures mean …” column, highlight or underline evidence 
in the “My First Job” column that supports your inferences. 

 ELAGSE9-12RL4, W2d, L4a, L5a-c 

Inferential comprehension 
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  Elements of the Poem 

 

  Element 1 – Character(s).. 
In 1-2 sentences, describe how clearly the emotional and mental condition of the main character 
appears. Include any changes or growth in the character arc. 
Ma seems strict early on, but she is just providing guidance for her young son. At first, the boy does what 

his mom is teaching him to do, but his heart is not in it. Growth is yet to come. 

  Element 2 – Plot.. 
In 1-2 sentences, explain how clearly the problem or resolution appear. 
The problem is the huge change a boy must make to start working at a job. The climax occurs as the boy 

heads to the barn, and the resolution is in the final line. The narrator is clearly a healthy young person. 

  Element 3 – Setting(s) . 
In 1-2 sentences, describe how clearly the physical location or social environment appear. 
The poem has three settings on a farm: the boy's bedroom, the family kitchen, and the space between the 

house and a barn where a horse and cart await the boy for his first day on the job. 
  Element 4 – Point(s)-of-View.. 
In 1-2 sentences, explain how clearly the main character's way of considering things, opinions, or 
feelings of the situation appear. 
The boy is resisting change in growing up. He begs to stay in his warm blankets and gain a few more winks. 

The mom, however, is insisting that he take on responsibility.  
  Element 5 – Theme(s) . 
In 1-2 sentences, describe how clearly the author shows what the narrative is about. Include any values 
about life or views on the world that the author implies. 
The poet values the responsibility that comes with work. He feels everyone should do a part in making a 

family work. He implies that his experience is one that all 13-year-old boys have had (or should have had). 

  Element 6 – Style. 

In 1-2 sentences, explain what makes the story engaging. Was it the writer's word choice, tone, humor, 
suspense, surprise, or the characters' dialect or intelligence? 
The poem is written in phrases, not always complete sentences. The lack of punctuation suggests a stream 

of consciousness like the memory is unfolding. This engages readers because it requires them to figure out 

who is saying what in the poem. The experience is universal. Every reader sees the subtle description of a 

young teen trying to act supremely sleepy while making sure to eat the buttered toast and return for 

breakfast. He returns with a sleepy shuffle back to bed. Classic example of nuanced writing.  

 

 

After the first read of Text #1, you have a basic understanding of the text. It is time to 
evaluate how clearly the author presents the elements of the poem. Refer to the poem to 
respond to each element. 

Evaluative comprehension 
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What the Poem Says  
Answer each question below with a detailed sentence. 

What the Poem says ... 
In the first mental picture (stanza) … 

What two points of view appear here? 

One point of view is the boy's ("Ma, can I stay home") and the other is his Ma's ("Get up young man"). 

What could Ma mean by "think of your pay?” 

Ma is teaching her son how free enterprise works. People who work get paid. 

In the second mental picture (stanza) … 

What does "swirl in my head" imply?   

Clear memories of his dreams slow him down as he prepares for work. 

What is meant by "covering my gob?” 

He cannot stop the yawns, so he is covering his mouth that is open very wide. 

In the third mental picture (stanza) … 

How did Ma react to this morning routine? 

She reacts with understanding and a smile. She also reminds him that his job starts in the stable. 

In the fourth mental picture (stanza) … 

What is the son's job? 

The boy delivers milk with a gelding (young male horse) and cart of some kind. 

How does the poet characterize his ma’s part in this memory? 

She is a caring teacher of life's important lessons. Her guidance is key for his growth. 

In the fifth mental picture (stanza) … 

What part of the son's career is this? 

This is his very first job. He obviously hasn’t developed a routine for working yet. 

How does the poet characterize his bed upon his return from his deliveries? 

He feels “twice the warmth” under the covers in his bed. 

 

 

 

 

ELAGSE9-12RL1, ELAGSE9-12W2d 

Literal comprehension 
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  Selected Responses – “My First Job” 

 Item 1.    
Which detail from the poem BEST indicates that the narrator does not see his first job as a real 
opportunity for him? 

A. “Stuck eyelids and cold nose, I slink out of bed” 
B. “I stifle the yawns by covering my gob” 
C. “Just this once, Ma, can I stay home” 
D. “Is this what it means to turn thirteen” 

 

 Item 2. 
Which is the BEST explanation for the phrase chills to the core in the third stanza of the poem? 

A. He was cold-blooded by nature. 
B. Shocking change in temperature made him shiver throughout his body. 
C. It is a common way of referring to a birth defect.  
D. His jacket had a hole in it. 

 

 Item 3. 
Which word would BEST replace gob in the second stanza of the poem? 

A. wide-open mouth 
B. big glob 
C. congestion 
D. tight lips 

 

 Item 4.   
How does the poet imply that the boy’s job will work out? 

A. “First day” implies that other days will follow. 
B. It is such a sweet poem that it must have a good ending. 
C. “Just this once, Ma, can I stay home” 
D. “I return to eggs, biscuits, and white gravy” 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Based on your reading of the poem “My First Job,” complete these selected responses to 
help secure your understanding of the poem.  

 ELAGSE9-12RL1-2,4 

Objective assessment 
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   Constructed Response – “My First Job” 

The Writing Prompt 
What is the MOST LIKELY reason the poet included two parallel points of view through the poem? 
Use evidence (details, key terms, and ideas) from the text to support your answer. 

The 2-Point Rubric 
Pts The response achieves the following ... 

2 

 gives sufficient evidence of the ability to analyze how a stanza of a poem fits into the overall structure and 
explains how it contributes to the text 

 includes specific examples / details that make clear reference to the text 
 adequately explains the purpose and contributions of the stanza of a poem with clearly relevant information 

based on the text. 

1 

 gives limited evidence of the ability to analyze how a stanza of a poem fits into the overall structure and to 
explain how it contributes to the text 

 includes vague / limited examples / details that refer to the text 
 explains the purpose and contributions of the stanza of a poem with vague / limited information based on the 

text. 

0 

 gives no evidence of the ability to analyze how a stanza of a poem fits into the overall structure or to explain 
how it contributes to the text 

 explains how a stanza of a poem fits into the overall structure but includes no examples or no examples / 
details that refer to the text 

 explains the contributions of a stanza of a poem but includes no relevant information. 

Sample of Constructed Responses 

2 
points 

Teacher expectations: Write at least 4-5 sentences and use at least 2-3 key terms from the Word Study in your 
response.  
Text #1 key terms: deliver, gelding, shuffle, stern, swirl in my head, think of the pay 

The poet establishes two parallel points of view to follow throughout the poem. In the first stanza, the 

poet first introduces the son, who "tug[s] [his blankets] back for a few more winks" like he has for the 

first 13 years of his life. In alternating lines, the poet introduces Ma, a stern yet reassuring guide 

throughout the poem. "You can do this son, think of the pay,” she says. It's clear that “Ma” has a point 

of view that empathizes with her son without stifling her commitment to proper guidance. Her responses 

to the narrator show that she provides the strength and encouragement he needs to grow into his 

responsibilities. 

1 
point 

The poet presents two points of view in the first stanza. It makes it easy to follow the two points of view 

in the other stanzas. Half the poem is told by the ma and half by the son. They have very different views 

of the same experience. 

0 
points 

The poem is told by the ma and the little son. It is interesting to figure the poem out. 

 

Based on your reading of the poem “My First Job,” construct your response to this writing 
prompt.  

Written assessment 
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 Text #2 – The Story – “A Real Job” 

 
 A Real Job 
#1  It was my first real job. In the past I had mowed lawns, cleaned out gutters, shoveled 
snow, and made deliveries. This was for real, with a paycheck and stubs and deductions for taxes 
and a 401K. At this premier 2-star restaurant downtown, the food was award-winning, served 
on tablecloths with classic candle holders. Many of my friends had worked there, but none of 
them lasted very long. The manager, Miguel, hired me as a gofer. I was too young to wait on 
tables but intended to work my way up. Next year I would attend to customers, wearing a tux 
with a cloth napkin over my forearm, very classy, and very much me. It would not be long before 
I was the manager. I knew it would happen.  

 Miguel assigned me all kinds of jobs. Later I realized they were a test to see if the new 
person could survive the first month. I delivered food, picked up packages, cleared plates off 
tables, and hauled the dirty dishes to the washroom. I even placed them in the next rack to move 
through the washer. Never once did I hear “Thank you, young man,” but I said, “thank you” to 
everyone, sometimes twice. Those people would soon see who was going somewhere in life.  
#2  Miguel was quite nice to me, but he was a very edgy manager, especially when his boss 
was around. Today when I arrived five minutes late, he met me at the door. He wore that intense 
stare he used when the imposing owner, Regina, was close by. And there she stood, not three 
feet away. Miguel was in full interrogation mode, a low, severe tone and fast-paced questions. 
 “Señor Elliott! You are five minutes late? (Yes, the first time ever!) Did you clean the 
mirrors in the bathroom? Trim the candlewicks? Wipe the bathroom counters? Scour the sinks?" 
In the range of Regina’s stare, the questions stung. What was his game? He knew all these tasks 
were done. He’d checked them all off with glowing comments in the margin! 

#3  True, Regina was the formidable owner with piercing eyes that felt like lasers. Her voice 
was sharp, her words pointed. Most of the time, however, she never spoke a word. Miguel kept 
the questions coming until old Regina tired of his tough talk. She spun around on her heels and 
strode through the kitchen's double doors, letting them swing shut with a slam. Before today 
she made everyone in the kitchen cower except me. I was always too busy cleaning up some 
mess in the bathroom, the basement, or the stockroom. Today the slamming doors were all 
about me!  

# Each numbered section of the text creates a mental picture for readers. 

Continued on next page … 

Text #2 relates to Text #1 in a way that you will discover. As you read "A Real Job," highlight 
the main idea and underline the most inclusive detail in each mental picture. 
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Suggestions for use – Week 3 

View this packet in 3 sections, Text #1 (a poem), Text #2 (prose), and constructed extended response 
to the prose text. An optional 4th section is an assessment of responses to paired texts. 

Text #3 – Reread, analyze, and respond to both texts.  

Session 1 – Prepare for extended constructed response. 

        Practice Tasks I – III Students complete 1-3 practice tasks individually or 
in pairs.    

Session 2 – Complete an extended constructed response. 

        Written assessment Students analyze, plan, and then alter or extend 
Text #2.   

Session 3 – Complete an evaluation of extended constructed response and revise it. 

        Revision of extended writing Students complete an assigned revision strategy 
individually and read it aloud for peer response.  

       Pacing for Paired Texts 
 

  Monday Wednesday Thursday Friday 

Week 3 
Group 

Constructing 
extended responses 

Extended 
response 

Revision of 
extended response Evaluation 

General Ed pairs individual individual pairs 

Students in 
need 

small group small group individual pairs 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 ELAGSE9-12RL5, ELAGSE9-12W2c,d, W10 
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Adding descriptive details 
This task helps you experience how narrative texts paint vivid pictures in the minds of readers. 
Select picture-maker words from the list in gray and a phrase to go with them. Insert 5-6 of them 
in places marked with a caret (‸). Include phrases that create a more vivid picture that fits and 
improves the story. 

Picture Makers 
about 
above 
across 
after 
against 
along 

although 
around 
as 
at  
because 
before 

behind 
below 
beside 
between 
by 
down 

during    
even though 
except 
for 
from  
how 

in 
inside 
into  
like  
near  
next to 

of 
off 
on, onto 
over 
since  
than  

that 
through  
to 
toward 
under  
until 

up 

upon 
when 
which 
who 
with 

The passage – Home for the holidays 
Charles never walked up Kupac Lane ‸ . His home ‸ was next to the Cumberland minister‸ . He 
approached it tonight ‸ , handled a growing sense‸ , and breathed in the exciting atmosphere ‸ . He 
always had the same sense ‸ when he came home ‸ . The moment he stepped inside ‸ , he 
experienced all joys of his youth ‸ that followed overeating ‸ . Last year, he gained 10 pounds ‸ . It 
took him two weeks ‸ .Yet he craved fried and processed food. His prescribed healthy diet ‸ did not 
appeal ‸  nor satisfy  ‸ .His house permeated by kitchen odors made him shudder ‸ His medical 
condition was repulsive ‸ and made him swear. Yet he knew he would return ‸ his determination ‸ 
was certain; it always had been. 

A teacher model 
Charles never walked up Kupac Lane without an increase in his step and heartrate. His home for his first 
22 years was next to the Cumberland minister who ate dinner with his parents every night. He 
approached it tonight as always, handled a growing sense of pleasure, and breathed in the exciting 
atmosphere that spilled out the front door. He always had the same sense of renewal when he came 
home for a week over the winter holidays. The moment he stepped inside of the familiar living room, 
he experienced all the joys that followed overeating including a reclining rocker and hours of college 
football on television.  Last year, he gained 10 pounds. It took him two weeks of healthy eating  to return 
to his own pant size. Yet he craved fried and processed food. Healthy food from his garden did not 
appeal to him nor satisfy his hunger. His house permeated by kitchen odors made him shudder as he 
resigned to a year of eating what was best for him. His medical condition was repulsive to him and 
made him swear. Yet he knew he would return for next Christmas and the next; his determination to 
allow himself one week of eating the way he wanted was certain; it always had been.  

 

Practice task I 

 ELAGSE9-12RL4, ELAGSE9-12W3d, W5 
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Changing the point of view 

This task helps you understand a narrator’s point of view in fiction. Review the differences 
between the sentences written in 1st and 3rd person point of view in the gray box.   

1st person point of view 3rd person point of view 

I walk home exhausted from the noonday heat. 

 

 

The child walks home exhausted from the noonday heat. 
(3rd person point of view in present tense) 

The child walked home exhausted from the noonday 
heat. (3rd person point of view in past tense) 

I announce that the match for my soccer team starts 
precisely at 9:00 a.m. at the club. 

The coach announces that the match for his soccer team 
starts precisely at 9:00 a.m. at the club. (3rd person point 
of view in present tense) 

The coach announced that the match for his soccer team 
started precisely at 9:00 a.m. at the club. (3rd person point 
of view in past tense) 

Then read the sentences in the left column, label the point of view a 1 or 3, and change each 
sentence to either 1st or 3rd person.  

Sentence in a 1st or 3rd person point of view 1, 3 Sentence changed to the other point of view 

The leader of the children steps forward.  3 
As the leader of the children, I step forward.  

I am excited to visit the four state colleges with 
my parents this summer. 1 

My closest friends are excited to visit the four state 

colleges with their parents this summer. 
We have drafted our proposal for the school’s 
recycling program.  1 

The student council has drafted its proposal for the 

school’s recycling program.  
Nivot is the highest-scoring debater in his club. 3 I am the highest-scoring debater in my club. 
I negotiated a better gift for my homeroom to 
present to Coach Marvin. 1 

Peter negotiated a better gift for his homeroom to 

present to Coach Marvin. 
In our humble opinion as varsity soccer players, 
we should request a rematch.  1 

In Juanita’s humble opinion as a varsity soccer player, 

she should request a rematch.  
A player led his team in the number of stolen 
bases.  
   

3 
I led my team in the number of stolen bases.  

The girl decides she is no longer welcome and 
ambles away from the house. 
 

3 
I decide I am no longer welcome and amble away from 

the house. 

I dramatically retrieve my term paper for the 
entire class to see with a wave of my hand. 
 

1 
Omar dramatically retrieves his term paper for the 

entire class to see with a wave of his hand. 
Eleven juniors lead the jog out of the locker 
room. 3 I lead the jog out of the locker room.  

 

 

 

Practice task II 

 ELAGSE9-12RL4, ELAGSE9-12W3d, W5 (revising) 
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Analyzing a character 
The best way to learn how to add a fully described character to a narrative is to study one in a text 
you are presently reading. When you write out the details about a character in the clues column, 
you will write descriptive details.       

Tip Be sure to fill in the CLUES column with details from the text first before you specify the trait. 

A main character in “A Real Job”  
  Traits  Clues 
     

  Physical  “I was too young to wait on tables.” 

“I launched over the top of my cart 

…”  

  agile, light-weight 

male teenager 
← 

    
     

  Says  “I said, ‘thank you’ to everyone, 

sometimes twice.”    polite small talk ← 
    
     

  Thinks  “Never once did I hear, ‘Thank you, 

young man’,” 
The 

Character 

 other people don’t 

appreciate him 
← 

   

            
Elliott 

    

 Feels  “I intended to work my way up.”  
 personal expectations 

should be high 
← 

    
     

  Believes  “’I’m toast,’ I thought, and this high 

school junior started to sob.”   doing right may not 

be rewarded 
← 

    
     

  Does  “In the supply closet, I twirled 

around the shelves of cleaning 

supplies from paper towels to 

plungers.” 

  works too fast on his 

tasks 
← 

    
     

  

Practice task III a 

 ELAGSE9-12RL3a,d, ELAGSE9-12W4  
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Adding a character 

In creating a character to add to a story, fill out the TRAITS column first. Then describe each TRAIT 
that you want your character to have before you write out descriptive words and phrases in the 
CLUES column to add to your narrative. 

My new character for “A Real Job”  
  Traits  Clues 
     

  Physical  “Behind Regina, I made out the 

figure of my next-door neighbor, 

Mr. Chen, long-time president of 

Everett Regional Bank.” 

  In-shape, near 

retirement 
→ 

    
     

  Says  “’Elliott, is that you, buddy?’” 
  responsive and caring 

comments 
→ 

    
     

  Thinks  “One of the older, well-dressed men 

stepped forward and touched the 

elbow of Regina, ‘I know this young 

man.”’ 

   
 

The 
Character 

 It is good to be 

proactive always 
→ 

  
 

A neighbor 

    

 Feels  “He stepped forward until he was 

right in front of me, ‘You’re in a bit 

of a pickle, I see.’”  

 the dynamics of new 

situations 
→ 

    
     

  Believes  “’I believe Ms. Jimenez (Regina) 

would like for things to get back to 

normal here.’”  

  good can come of 

any situation 
→ 

    
     

  Does  “Without another word, Mr. Chen 

pulled me to my feet and disap-

peared back through the doors.” 

  help without 

expecting thanks 
→ 

    
     

  

Practice task III b 
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Teacher model of Extended Constructed Responses - Complete the Story  

2 
points 

     I tried to stop crying, and in a few seconds, I did. I wiped my eyes and stood up. "Sorry ma'am, I 

didn't mean to do this. I need to clean the bathrooms." 

     Then I couldn't believe what happened next. Regina just stared at everyone else but me. With the 

help of Chef Juan Manuel, the kitchen staff sat my cart back up and moved the salsa on past me. There 

wasn't much spilt, so everything was okay. 

     I looked at Regina, and she didn't look angry. So, I shrugged my shoulders and pushed my cart past 

her and her friends. I sighed, "Excuse me. Thank you." I couldn't believe my luck! 

1 
point 

And then he stopped. He didn't hear any other sounds.   

     "Can you get up by yourself, young man?" 

He said he could and got up.  She didn't look so mean, so he just set his cart back up and walked past 

her to clean the bathrooms.   

0 
points 

"I'm toast," I thought and started to bawl. So, I cried awhile and then got up and went to clean the 

bathrooms.  

 

 

 

4 
points 

       Through my tears I hear the clarion voice of Regina, “Mr. Rosales (Miguel’s last name). Who is this 

young man?” I heard silence for some time, but I’m sure it was just seconds. Then the voice continued,  

     “Enough of your babbling, Rosales! I’ll take it from here.” 

     I was petrified and brought my sniffles to a halt when I felt a firm hand on my left hand. Her 

hand pried mine away from my eyes and helped me stand up. “Up, young man, so I can get a good 

look at you,” commanded a firm, but even and friendly tone. I met Regina’s unwavering gaze. She 

actually had a somewhat pleasant look about her. 

    “What’s your name?” 

    “Elliott, ma’am. Thank you, ma’am.” (Why did I go and say, ‘thank you?’ Dumb!) 

    “He’s polite, too. Rosales, where did you find him? He’s the only one around here that isn’t afraid to 

work. I’ve been watching. I have eyes.” 

     She scanned the crew, all eyes on her. “What are you all waiting for? Get this mess cleaned up. It's 

only a little spilt salsa with a paper towel in it. Young Mr. Elliott has some important cleaning to do. 

Do you think we can keep out of his way? We have a crowd gathering out front." 

    As I slowly rose to my feet, I turned and redirected my cart. I looked up, my eyes meeting Chef 

Juan Manuel’s, and I believe he winked. Yes, that was definitely a wink. 

3 
points 

    I cried for some time, and Chef Juan Manuel came over and put his arm on my shoulder. “Come 

on, buddy. Let’s get up. Just slow down. I’ll fish the napkin out of the salsa. Everything’s going to be all 

right. You’ve got some toilets to clean.” 

    I sniffled a bit and calmed down. Chef Juan Manuel helped me pick up my cart and walked with 

me past Regina and her guests. He nodded and said, “Disculpe, senora” to Regina and “Disculpe, 

senor” to each of her guests.  

    I heard Regina say, “So why are we all standing around here? How about doing what I’m paying 

you to do? There’s no more excitement …” I walked on to the front bathroom. 
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